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kepsi is an online research journal based in the School of European Culture and 

Languages at the University of Kent (SECL) and is entirely run by research students. 

The aim of Skepsi’s editorial board is twofold: to honour the spirit of SECL by striving to 

take advantage of its unique position as a crossroads in academic studies in Europe and to 

become a forum for European postgraduate researchers and postdoctoral scholars by 

developing collective thinking processes in the context of academic research. 

Our title, Skepsi — which comes from the Ancient Greek ‘σκεφις [skepsis]’ or ‘enquiry’ 

and the Modern Greek ‘σχέφις [sképsis]’ or ‘thought’ — symbolises our will to explore new 

areas and new methods in the traditional fields of academic research in the Humanities and 

Social Sciences. Originality and creativity in the approach of thought and of texts are crucial 

for us: to enhance and to promote these aspects will be our contribution to the tremendous 

range of existing academic publications. 
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